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Being Frank

Supreme Court Lets
Culvert Ruling Stand
by Lorraine Loomis, NWIFC Chair

J

une 11, 2018 was a great day for salmon, tribes, treaty
rights and everyone who lives in western Washington. The
U.S. Supreme Court let stand a lower court ruling requiring
the state of Washington to repair hundreds of fish-blocking
culverts that violate tribal treaty-reserved rights. This ruling
means more salmon for everyone.

It will open hundreds of miles of
high-quality salmon habitat that will
produce hundreds of thousands more
salmon annually for harvest by Indians
and non-Indians.
The Supreme Court has affirmed a
common-sense ruling that treaty rights
require there to be fish available for
harvest. It affirms that the state can’t
needlessly block streams and destroy
salmon runs.
The main cause of the salmon’s decline
is that we are losing habitat faster than it
can be restored. The ruling will result in
a net gain of habitat that salmon badly
need.
The ruling shows that our treaties are
living documents. They are just as valid
today as the day they were signed.

We honor the wisdom of our ancestors
who signed the treaties and those like
Billy Frank Jr., who fought so hard for the
survival of the salmon and for our treatyreserved rights to be upheld.
This is the eighth time that the state
and its allies have gone all the way to the
Supreme Court to avoid living up to the
treaties’ promise, and the eighth time they
have lost.
The salmon resource is priceless. Fixing
culverts and doing the other work needed
to save that resource will require significant investment, but will pay off for
generations to come.
We are eager to continue our efforts
with our co-managers and others to protect and restore the salmon resource for
future generations.

Tribes Honor Return of Salmon
Every spring and summer, tribes
throughout the region celebrate the return
of the salmon and the beginning of salmon fishing season.
My tribe, the Swinomish Indian Tribal
Community, holds a First Salmon Ceremony and Blessing of the Fleet in May
each year. We welcome the salmon home
with drums, songs and prayers. We honor
salmon by returning its remains to the
water and we pray for the protection of
our fishermen and their boats.
We all share the responsibility to ensure
there will be salmon for future generations. That is why we value cooperative
efforts such as the two-day Puget Sound
Day on the Hill each spring in Washington, D.C. It brings together tribal, federal,
state and local governments, nonprofits,
businesses, conservation groups and others to educate key decision-makers about
the importance of a healthy Puget Sound
to the salmon, the southern resident killer
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whale, the Pacific Northwest and the
entire nation.
We are fortunate that this year’s salmon
returns are starting to rebound in a number of watersheds, but at the same time we
are seeing increasing pressure on the resource from seal and sea lion populations,
and the food needs of southern resident
killer whales.
The days are over when we could make
up for declining salmon runs by reducing
or eliminating harvest. Even if we stopped
all salmon fishing everywhere in western
Washington, most stocks would never recover. There just isn’t enough good quality
habitat to support them. Harvest reductions are only effective if there are equally
strong efforts to restore salmon habitat.
Salmon are tough. Despite dams, pollution, predators, climate change and many
more challenges, they never stop trying to
return home. We have to be just as tough
when it comes to their recovery.
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Habitat Restoration

Revegetation
Wraps up on
Elwha River
After seven years of planting, weeding and seeding,
the Lower Elwha Klallam Tribe has finished revegetating the Elwha River Valley and will let Mother
Nature take over.
“We’ll continue supplemental planting as needed, and we’ll treat invasive plants as we monitor the
area,” said Kim Williams, the tribe’s revegetation
field supervisor. “But as the native plant communities
mature, they will help push out weeds.”
As part of the Elwha River restoration project, and
in partnership with Olympic National Park, crews
have been removing invasive plant species since 2011
when restoration started, plus they have planted more
than 322,000 native plants and spread about 6,400
pounds of seed.
“The goal has been to increase diversity of plant
life, create more plant cover, and kind of jump-start
the plant life that may lead to forests in the future,”
said Laurel Moulton, assistant manager at the park’s
Matt Albright Native Plant Center in Sequim.
Prior to the removal of the river’s two fish-blocking
dams in 2011, and every year since, native seeds and
cuttings were collected from within a five-mile radius
of the Elwha River, then germinated and grown at
the park’s plant center for about two years. The plants
were then installed in the two lake beds that were
drained as part of restoration.
The crew planted 20 different herbs, shrubs and
trees in the lake beds, including willow, cedar, river
lupine, red alder, black cottonwood, Nootka rose,
serviceberry and thimbleberry.
There also are areas where young alder, cottonwood
and willow trees have grown on their own, Moulton
said.
To keep invasive plants under control after the lake
beds were drained, crews conducted ground surveys
and treated invasive plants with an EPA-approved
aquatic safe herbicide, resulting in a significant reduction in invasive plants, Williams said.
Park crews also established nearly 100 plots to
monitor vegetation cover over time.
“These plots have shown an increase in plant diversity, and at the same time, a steady reduction of the
exposed ground,” Williams said. –T. Royal

T. Royal (2)

Top: Duke Charles, Lower Elwha Klallam Tribe restoration
crew member, prepares a cedar for transfer to the Elwha
River watershed. Right: A tree seedling emerges at the Matt
Albright Native Plant Center in Sequim, where thousands
of trees, plants and shrubs were germinated and grown
before being planted in the Elwha River valley.
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Invasive Species
European Green Crab
●●The European green crab is an
invasive species blamed for the
collapse of the eastern softshell
clam industry on the East Coast. In
Washington, the green crab could
threaten Dungeness crab, oyster
and clam fisheries.
●●They are identified by five distinct
spines on the shell beside the eyes
and typically have a mottled black,
green or yellow shell, which can
grow up to 4 inches wide.
●●Washington Sea Grant asks anyone
finding a green crab to report
the sighting and take photos for
verification, as it is illegal to remove
them without a special permit
in Washington state. Send the
information as soon as possible to
wsg.washington.edu/crabteam.

Tanya Altstatt Menchaca, Makah

Makah marine ecologist Adrianne Akmajian collects and labels an invasive European green crab
trapped in the Wa’atch River.

Green Crab Trapping Continues on Coast

Carter Urnes, Makah

Sightings of the invasive European
green crab are on the rise near Neah Bay.
As of mid-June 2018, the Makah Tribe
had trapped 392 crab in the Wa’atch and
Tsoo-yess rivers.
That is more than were found in 2017 in
all of Puget Sound, the San Juan Islands
and Strait of Juan de Fuca combined,
which was about 100 crab.
A large-scale Puget Sound green crab
early detection monitoring program
began in 2015. Makah joined the effort
in October 2017, after a green crab was

reported on the Washington coast in
August.
The Washington Sea Grant (WSG) Crab
Team, which coordinates the monitoring
program, worked with Makah to set up
trapping and monitoring. In October, 34
crab were caught over two days.
“After that first event, we realized we
needed to look harder and do more intense monitoring in 2018,” said Adrianne
Akmajian, the tribe’s marine ecologist.
This year, the tribe is setting between
80-100 traps every two weeks for a 48hour period in the two rivers that empty
into Makah Bay, as well as several traps
inside of Neah Bay. The work will continue through September.
“We’re still learning things, like what
is really good habitat for green crab and
where are the best places to set traps for
them,” Akmajian said.
They also are collecting data about
native crab and fish that are trapped, but
don’t know yet if the green crab are having
a detrimental effect on those populations.
“The numbers are still small compared
to sites in California and Oregon, and
the west coast of Vancouver Island,” said
Emily Grason, WSG Crab Team program
coordinator. “It’s too soon to tell what impact the trapping will have long term, but

it’s incredibly valuable work the Makah
are doing to reduce those numbers and
collect data.”
Elsewhere on the Olympic Peninsula,
the Jamestown S’Klallam Tribe is conducting exploratory trapping in Sequim
Bay, and sites in eastern Jefferson County
and on the Indian Island naval base.
“We’re putting out 20 traps for a few
nights consecutively in several marshes
this summer, just to see if there is a sizable
population,” said Neil Harrington, the
tribe’s water quality scientist.
“We want to augment what the volunteers are doing and make sure we’re not
missing something,” Harrington said.
“I’m pretty disheartened by how many
they are finding out at Makah.”
As of early June 2018, 39 green crab had
been trapped by Crab Team volunteers on
Dungeness Spit, where 96 were caught in
2017.
Other tribes, including Lower Elwha
Klallam, Swinomish, Stillaguamish,
Samish and Suquamish, are partnering
with volunteers to monitor Puget Sound.
The Crab Team caught one green crab
at Lagoon Point on Whidbey Island this
year, after a small number were caught in
North Puget Sound in 2017. – T. Royal

European green crab removed from the TsooYess River are frozen to be sampled at a later date
with the hope of learning where they came from.
4
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Josh Adams, Upper Skagit natural resources technician, surveys steelhead redds. His count will
be compared to an aerial survey conducted with a drone.

Drone pilot Cole Heilborn of Soulcraft
achieves liftoff along Bacon Creek.

Drones Survey Streams Feet Can’t Reach
The Upper Skagit Indian Tribe is using
drones to track steelhead from the sky in
tributaries that can’t be surveyed on foot.
Estimates for steelhead returns depend
on counting their egg nests (redds). Some
waterways can be walked or floated, and
others can be viewed from a helicopter,
but that requires advance planning.
“The Suiattle and Whitechuck rivers
can be very problematic to survey,” said
Gabe McGuire, stock assessment biologist
for the tribe. “As soon as the weather heats
up, the glacial sediment is released and
visibility goes to zero.”
When there are small windows of
clarity, natural resources staff don’t always

have the flexibility to book a helicopter
on short notice. Last year, McGuire began
testing drones to see if they could survey
streams as well or better than the current
method.
“We counted redds in a small index
during the mainstem helicopter surveys,
then surveyed the same index with drones
for a count comparison,” he said. “We
found counts were similar and therefore
are optimistic with using drones for redd
counts elsewhere.”
In April, the tribe hired a drone pilot
from the media company Soulcraft to
survey the Suiattle River within days of a
helicopter survey of the same area.

“We are relatively comfortable with
mainstem surveys, given conditions allow
us to survey at adequate frequencies,”
McGuire said. “Since the large tributaries
like the Suiattle River are not physically
surveyed and are a product of the mainstem redd density, we’d like to validate
that the densities that are used to expand
to streams like the Suiattle are reasonably
similar.”
The tribe also is exploring the use of
drones in smaller unsurveyed tributaries.
‘We hope that drones will allow us to
monitor these unsurveyed streams that
we just can’t safely survey throughout the
spawning period,” McGuire said.
– K. Neumeyer

Cameras Provide Underwater
Glimpse of Shellfish Operations
The Jamestown S’Klallam Tribe is
using underwater cameras to see how
shellfish-growing equipment on tidelands
affects habitat for critters at high tide.
Various shellfish-growing operations,
including clam nets and a tumble-bag system for oysters, make the tribe’s Sequim
Bay tidelands an ideal place to study, said
Liz Tobin, the tribe’s shellfish biologist.
“We want to know how the marine
life interacts with, and perhaps benefits
from, these structures,” Tobin said. “The
cameras show observations that we can’t
get from snorkeling, beach seining or
other methods of collecting information
underwater.”
A waterproof camera is secured on a

T. Royal

Jamestown S’Klallam Tribe shellfish biologist
Liz Tobin sets up an underwater camera on
the tidelands of Sequim Bay.

post within an aquaculture area. A second
camera is placed at a control site nearby.
The cameras record everything in view for
two minutes, every 10 minutes, over three
hours of the peak of a high-tide cycle over
a two-day period. These recordings will be
taken regularly through the summer.
“The tribe aims to grow shellfish in a
sustainable manner that balances economic viability and conservation,” Tobin
said. “The footage that we collect will help
us better understand the ecological interactions with shellfish cultivation gear and
inform future growing activities.”
The research is part of a project overseen and funded by the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration.
– T. Royal
Summer 2018 – Northwest Treaty Tribes
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Shellfish Farm
Unites Neighbors
A community shellfish farm on the Nisqually
Tribe’s tidelands is bringing neighbors together to
restore native Olympia oysters and improve water
quality in Henderson Inlet.
The farm is jointly operated by the Washington
State University Extension and the Puget Sound
Restoration Fund. Recently, volunteers joined the
tribe and the organization to spread young Olympia
oysters.
The farm is part of a 120-acre shellfish farm that
the Nisqually Indian Tribe has owned since 2011.
The tribe sells most of the shellfish commercially but
reserves some for distribution to tribal members.
“This used to be the kind of place where you’d find
Olympias historically,” said David Troutt, natural
resources director for the tribe. A variety of environmental conditions, from timber mill effluent to
competition from invasive species, almost drove
Olympias into extinction decades ago.
The tribe and the nonprofit will track the growth
of the oysters, with an eye toward non-commercial
harvest in a few years.
“Rebuilding Olympia oysters in Henderson Inlet
provides another opportunity to connect our actions
with the health of shellfish and the marine environment,” said Betsy Peabody, executive director for
Puget Sound Restoration Fund.
The work to restore Olympia oysters fits into the
clean water work in the inlet.
Until about 10 years ago, pollution plagued the
tidelands in Henderson Inlet. Residents joined Thurston County to change septic system and stormwater
management to clean up the inlet. Ongoing projects
in the watershed are identifying and correcting
sources of pollution. –E. O’Connell

K. Neumeyer

James McArdle, Swinomish shellfish biologist, checks on the progress of
Pacific oyster seed in bags at the new shellfish farm in Similk Bay.

Tidelands Acquired
to Cultivate Oysters
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ing other species.
“We have lost so many of
our treaty-protected natural
resources because of degraded
habitat,” said Lorraine Loomis,
Swinomish fisheries manager.
“Our shellfish farm will provide
a traditional food to tribal members, and also make sure these
tidelands continue to support
harvest for future generations.”
The oysters will be grown
in bags tethered to the beach,
using eco-friendly materials,
said Stuart Thomas, the tribe’s
shellfish farm manager and
aquaculture biologist. The
bag-on-bottom method allows
the seeds to move freely when
waves hit, abrading the shells to
stimulate growth and create a
deep-cupped oyster.
“Oysters are a food source
that were once plentiful here,”
Thomas said. “These are some
of the best waters for rearing
shellfish.” – K. Neumeyer
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Allison Osterberg, left, community volunteer, and Betsy
Peabody of the Puget Sound Restoration Fund toss oyster
seed at a community shellfish farm.
E. O’Connell

The Swinomish Tribe is
getting back into the oyster
business after a nearly 50-year
hiatus.
The tribe cultivated oysters
from 1935 to about 1969 on the
tidelands of Padilla and Skagit
bays.
“My 85-year-old father
worked at the commercial oyster
operation at our fish plant back
in the 1950s,” said Swinomish
Chairman Brian Cladoosby.
Swinomish plans to grow Pacific oysters on a 55-acre Similk
Bay property it purchased from
private landowners in 2013.
“When the Morgan family
came to us about buying the
land, I’m glad they turned to us
because they never have to worry about us selling it ever again,”
Cladoosby said.
The tribe plans to sell the oysters, in addition to serving them
at tribal events and ceremonies,
and eventually expand by grow-

Swinomish Looks at Larvae, Juveniles
to Better Understand Dungeness Crab
The Swinomish Tribe is monitoring the early life stages of Dungeness
crab in the Strait of Juan de Fuca
and Whidbey basin, in hopes of
learning more about their survival
to adulthood.
“Dungeness crab are culturally
significant to the Swinomish Tribe,
and it’s also our most economically valuable fishery,” said fisheries
manager Lorraine Loomis. “With
crab harvest increasing across the
region, we need to know more about
juvenile crab survival so we can
continue to manage the resource
sustainably.”
Since May, Swinomish Department of Fisheries staff have been
collecting crab larvae daily using
light traps at three locations, with
help from Skagit Marine Resources Committee Salish Sea Stewards
volunteers. They also are surveying
juvenile crab at six different intertidal sites on Fidalgo and Whidbey
islands.
Light traps allow researchers to
sample species that are drawn to
sources of light. Swinomish used
blacked-out water cooler jugs based
on a model Lummi Natural Resources began using last year, as well
as other published designs. A timer
inside the submerged trap turns on
a light overnight, attracting crab
larvae to swim inside.
“At first, when we were researching what a juvenile crab study would
look like, the intertidal work is

what we had in mind,” said Sarah
Grossman, Swinomish environmental specialist. “As we researched the
literature, we realized we first need
to know when and where the pulses
of larval crab are arriving in our
area.”
For the intertidal survey, Grossman and fisheries technician Claire
Cook excavate the top layer of
substrate in randomly selected plots,
and count the juvenile Dungeness
crab they find there.
“The substrate survey looks at the
juvenile crab after they settle, after
three to four months in the water
column,” Cook said. “We will compare the juvenile data to the larval
data and determine what patterns
exist between the two life history
phases in important crabbing areas
for Swinomish.”
The tribe is following a model
developed by Alan Shanks at the
University of Oregon that found a
link between the number of crab
larvae collected in light traps and
adult populations on the Oregon
coast. Marine research scientist Paul
Dinnel found that the Central Salish
Sea is a much more complex system,
with Dungeness crab originating
from local populations as well as
from Hood Canal and the Pacific
coast.
In decades to come, the data could
be used to forecast adult populations. – K. Neumeyer

K. Neumeyer

Swinomish fisheries technician Claire Cook demonstrates
a light trap for volunteers helping to survey crab. A light
inside attracts the larvae, which swim through translucent
white tubes to get to it.

Superstar

E. O’Connell

Students from the Olympia Regional
Learning Academy examine a starfish
collected by Squaxin Island Tribe scuba
divers. Natural resources staff transported various marine life to Burfoot
Park on Budd Inlet to share in touch
tanks with a handful of school groups.
The marine animals later were safely returned to the water.
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E. O’Connell

Pumping Redds Supports
Skokomish Steelhead Run
The Skokomish Tribe is collecting
winter steelhead eggs from the North
Fork of the Skokomish River to help
repopulate the run.
The egg collection is part of the
tribe’s partnership with Tacoma
Power to support the steelhead run
with natural stock from the river, said
Cindy Gray, the tribe’s finfish program manager.
As part of a 12-year repopulation
program that began two years ago, the
tribe collects up to 18,000 steelhead
eggs annually by pumping them from
salmon nests (redds). The eggs are
taken to Tacoma Power’s North Fork
Skokomish Salmon Hatchery at Lake
Kokanee, where they are reared from
egg to juvenile stage, then released
into the river.
“When the steelhead return to the
river as adults, they are allowed to
spawn naturally,” said Andy Ollenberg, the Cushman Hydroelectric
Project fish facilities manager for
Tacoma Power.
The partnership aims to re-establish
the steelhead population below the

dams. When steelhead show signs of
wanting to migrate beyond the hydro
facilities, Tacoma staff will transport
them above the dams, Ollenberg said.
“Then, after they’ve spawned and
the juveniles start to migrate downstream, we’ll gather them in our
floating juvenile fish collector at Lake
Cushman, transport them around
both dams and release them back into
the river.”
Since the early 20th century, fish
have been blocked from swimming
upstream to spawn because of the
utility’s two hydroelectric dams. The
structures also impacted water flows,
degrading salmon habitat. – T. Royal

Above: Skokomish Tribe fisheries biologist Anthony Battista, left, and fisheries
technician Aaron Johnson sort steelhead
eggs. Right: Steelhead eggs are collected
downstream from a redd.

Watch Skokomish biologists
collect steelhead eggs: nwtt.co/
skokredds
8
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Three juvenile steelhead wait to be put back into
the White River after being captured and sampled
in a smolt trap.

Smolts Marked,
Recaptured to
Estimate Run
The Puyallup Tribe of Indians is counting
how many steelhead migrate out of the Puyallup River watershed each year.
“It sounds like a pretty basic piece of data,
but because there are so few steelhead, it’s
hard to estimate the entire out-migrating
population,” said Andrew Berger, tribal
biologist.
The tribe is using a pair of rotary screw
traps to capture, sample and collect data
from individual fish. The salmon then are
released back into the water. There is one trap
on each of the lower mainstem Puyallup and
White rivers.
To estimate the productivity of the entire
watershed, tribal scientists release marked juvenile steelhead upstream of the trap so they
can count how many they recapture.
“Since we know the number of marked
steelhead released into the river, the percentage we catch tells us how efficient our trap
is,” Berger said.
To help restore the declining run, the
Muckleshoot and Puyallup tribes, along with
the state Department of Fish and Wildlife,
started a steelhead broodstock program in
2006. Each year, the partners spawn about 20
natural-origin steelhead taken from an adult
trap on the White River, a tributary to the
Puyallup. The offspring are raised in tribal
hatcheries and released from acclimation
ponds in the upper watershed. – E. O’Connell

K. Neumeyer (2)

Juvenile chinook captured on the South Fork Stillaguamish live in small
plastic compartments, called “fish condos,” while their DNA is tested.
Once they are confirmed to be a fall fish, they are transferred to a
trough, said fisheries biologist Charlotte Scofield (right).

Hatchery to Double
Chinook Releases
After releasing 100,000
juvenile chinook in May, the
Stillaguamish Tribe’s Brenner
Creek hatchery is ramping
up production to double that
number.
The fall chinook are the
offspring of juveniles that were
captured in the South Fork
Stillaguamish River and raised
to spawning age in a hatchery.
They are genetically distinct
from the summer chinook that
spawn primarily in the North
Fork, which have been supple-

mented by the tribe’s Harvey
Creek hatchery for 30 years.
Brenner Creek’s Hatchery
and Genetic Management Plan
has the eventual goal to release
200,000 fall chinook each year
until enough adults return to
spawn.
When the program began in
2007, fewer than 100 adult fall
chinook were returning to the
South Fork, too few to spawn
at the hatchery.
“We relied on the few fall
chinook adults we caught

during summer broodstocking
on the North Fork,” said Kip
Killebrew, Stillaguamish fisheries enhancement biologist.
Since 2009, tribal natural resources staff have been seining

the South Fork for out-migrating juveniles. The first group
of captive broodstock was
spawned and released in 2013.
– K. Neumeyer

Sauk-Suiattle Rears Chum Fry at New Hatchery Site
The Sauk-Suiattle Tribe
reared about 20,000 chum fry
at a remote site incubator this
spring as part of a developing
hatchery program. The fry
are being released in Sauk
tributaries Hatchery and Lyle
creeks, as well as the river’s
confluence.
Lyle Creek was a traditional
chum harvesting area for the
Sauk-Suiattle Tribe, but no
salmon spawn there now.
“If we get any returns to
these creeks, we’ll know it’s
from this program,” said
Grant Kirby, fish biologist for
the tribe.
Chum enhancement began
in 2015 with Sauk broodstock
that were spawned at the state’s
Marblemount Hatchery, then

incubated onsite using flow
from Hatchery Creek.
Remote site incubators
consist of two barrels; sediment is filtered out in the first
barrel before the water flows
into the second, where the
eggs incubate. The fish become
acclimated to the water where
they will be released.
This year, the tribe attached
pipes to the incubator so the
fish could swim into a circular holding tank after they
absorbed their yolk sacs. By
holding and feeding the fish
for about four weeks, hatchery managers hope to give
the chum a better chance of
survival.
Chum returns to the Skagit
watershed have been extreme-

K. Neumeyer

Sauk-Suiattle natural resources technician James Misanes checks on
chum fry in a rearing tank at the tribe’s hatchery site.

ly low since 2008, making it
difficult to collect enough fish
for broodstock. With better
returns in 2017, the tribe set

up the incubators on tribal
property where a permanent
facility is planned.
– K. Neumeyer
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Plants for Salmon

Destroying Noxious Weeds
Supports Salmon Habitat

T. Royal

Makah wildlife biologist Shannon Murphie plants a conifer
along the banks of Big River.

The Makah Tribe is finishing up a
three-year project to inventory and
remove noxious weeds near Lake
Ozette, and will spend the next 10
years monitoring and maintaining
its efforts.
The work, funded by the state
Salmon Recovery Funding Board,
included an extensive survey of
all noxious weeds along Umbrella
Creek and Big River. The survey
guided the treatment or removal
of invasive plants, through both
physical and chemical methods. The
tribe also enhanced nearly 2 acres of
habitat along Big River by planting
native trees and shrubs.
The long-term goal is to support
the health of Lake Ozette and its
tributaries by preventing invasive
weeds from establishing and flowing
downstream into the lake, said

Shannon Murphie, a wildlife biologist for the tribe.
“We had a successful knotweed
treatment program for several
years in Big River but reed canary
grass now has moved in and we’re
also concerned about herb Robert
spreading,” Murphie said.
These invasive plants spread
quickly and impede growth of native
plants, destabilize river banks and
prevent trees from providing shade
that keeps water cool for salmon, she
said.
Removing or treating non-native
vegetation supports habitat for
native fish species and other wildlife
dependent on riparian areas, such
as Lake Ozette sockeye, plus coho
and chinook salmon, steelhead and
Roosevelt elk. – T. Royal

Nisqually Tribe, Tacoma Partner on Planting Efforts
A streamside forest will become more
salmon-friendly because of work by the
Nisqually Indian Tribe and Tacoma
Power.
The municipal utility owns a 90-acre
stretch of streamside forest along the
Nisqually River. Working with the tribe’s
salmon habitat restoration crew, the partners are planting conifers in the mostly
deciduous forest.
“There is a slow, natural evolution of
forests from deciduous trees like alders
to more conifers,” said David Troutt, the
tribe’s natural resources director. “We’re
helping speed up that process.”
Conifers like Douglas fir and western
red cedar are hardier than deciduous
trees and form more durable logjams after
they fall into the river. The logjams create
important habitat like deep pools where
salmon rest and feed.
“While conifers stay inside a logjam
for hundreds of years, deciduous trees rot
away much quicker,” Troutt said. “In places where we’ve gone in and built logjams,
we’ve seen larger populations of juvenile
salmon.”
The city-owned forest is hard to access.
10
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E. O’Connell

Sam Stepetin, Rene Bracero and Kyle Kautz, Nisqually natural resources staff, discuss where to
plant along the Nisqually River.

The planting crew carried young trees for
miles, sometimes scaling down bluffs.
The Tacoma property makes up the
majority of the shoreline in an important
stretch of the Nisqually near the mouth of
the Mashel River, a vital chinook tribu-

tary. This multi-year planting project is
the latest example of a decades-long relationship between the tribe and the utility.
– E. O’Connell

Sediment Studies

Eyeing Sediment to
Improve Fish Health

Five years of sampling have
provided resources managers
with concrete information
about how much sediment is
traveling downstream in the
Sauk River watershed, and
when.
“Before doing this study,
we had to rely on best guesses
for the quantity and timing
of suspended sediment,” said
Scott Morris, water quality coordinator for the Sauk-Suiattle
Tribe. “Now, we have actual
numbers and a range of suspended sediment associated
with different flows to better
inform our understanding of
these natural processes.”
The tribe collected suspended sediment and water
temperature data from stream
gauges along the Sauk, a Skagit
River tributary, in partnership with the U.S. Geological
Survey.
“Suspended sediment is
not inherently good or bad
for fish,” Morris said. “It all
depends on quantity, timing,

duration, grain size, location
in the watershed, as well as a
host of factors such as availability of side channels or
other refuge habitat where
fish can hide from excessive
sediment during storms.”
The Lower Sauk River was
identified by the Skagit Chinook Recovery Plan as having
a poor rate of egg survival
because of high amounts of
sediment.
“In the Suiattle and the lower Sauk River, spawning beds
are presumed to be impaired
as they get embedded by too
many fine grains,” Morris said.
“In the Skagit River delta, on
the other hand, suspended
sediment could be helpful
to offset losses of estuarine
habitat because of sea-level rise
associated with global warming.”
The Skagit also is impaired
by three dams on the upper
river that prevent sediment
from traveling downstream.
Sediment can help create

K. Neumeyer

Sauk-Suiattle water quality coordinator Scott Morris, left, records data
as technician Lucas Wilson, center, and water quality field coordinator
Andrew McDonnell sample water from the Sauk River near Darrington
in 2012.

new channels, allowing the
river to meander and increasing habitat complexity. Too
much sediment can smother
salmon egg nests, or redds.
The granules fill in the spaces
around the gravel, blocking
the flow of oxygen and preventing the hatched fry from
emerging.

“It all depends on where
the Sauk’s sediment ends up
being distributed,” Morris
said. “Restoration projects aim
to direct flows back to their
historic tidelands, which could
distribute some of the river’s
sediment back to areas that
have lost their natural connection.” – K. Neumeyer

Pacific herring populations in Port
Gamble Bay have dropped dramatically in recent years, and the Port
Gamble S’Klallam Tribe and state
agencies want to know if contaminated sediment is to blame.
The bay was home to a sawmill for
nearly 150 years. Creosote pilings,
wood waste and polluted stormwater
runoff were the site’s legacies until the
area was cleaned up in 2015-2017.
Prior to the cleanup, the tribe and
state conducted a baseline study that
documented high levels of contamination in herring embryos around the
Port Gamble Bay mill site.
Funded by the state Department of
Ecology, the tribe and state Fish and
Wildlife Department (WDFW) are
following up with a study of the levels

of contamination in the sediment
relative to the contamination levels
found in herring embryos since the
cleanup.
In April, WDFW deployed herring
embryo cages in five areas in the bay
for approximately 10 days and is analyzing the eggs’ contamination levels.
After the cages were removed, the
tribe took sediment samples from the
same locations to test for dioxins and
other chemicals.
“We’ll always gather more data to
help track the recovery efforts,” said
Christine Raczka, the tribe’s environmental scientist. “The outcomes are
expected to show if there are any contaminants remaining in the sediment
that could be harmful to shellfish and
marine life.” – T. Royal

T. Royal

Monitoring Contaminants to Protect Herring Embryos

Hans Daubenberger, principal habitat biologist for Port Gamble S’Klallam Tribe, collects
a sediment sample from Port Gamble Bay.
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Marine Survival

Did Anchovies Save
Steelhead from Seals?

E. O’Connell

Megan Moore of NOAA Fisheries lowers an acoustic receiver near
Anderson Island by the mouth of the Nisqually River, looking for juvenile
steelhead in 2015. The receiver detects steelhead that have been fitted
with audio transmitters to help the Salish Sea Marine Survival Project
learn more about what happens when the fish leave fresh water.

A population boom of anchovies three years ago may have
saved Nisqually juvenile steelhead from getting eaten by seals. As
a result, a resurgent run of more than 2,000 steelhead returned
this spring.
“One of the things we’re assuming about the limitations of
steelhead survival is that they’re preyed on by marine mammals,
like harbor seals, when they’re leaving as juveniles,” said David
Troutt, natural resources director for the Nisqually Tribe. “But
when seals have another food source like anchovies available, it
seems like the steelhead can sneak through.”
The tribe is keeping tabs on the steelhead run with spawning
surveys and a camera at a fish ladder. The fish also are tagged
with audio transmitters as part of the Salish Sea Marine Survival
Project.
“One of our goals is for 2,000 steelhead to come back every
year for the run to be self-sustaining and healthy,” Troutt said.
“While we know this is likely just a one-year spike, it means
we’re heading in the right direction.”
The Nisqually steelhead population crashed almost 20 years
ago from 6,000 to fewer than 1,000. Puget Sound steelhead were
listed under the federal Endangered Species Act in 2007.
The tribe hasn’t fished for steelhead in 25 years because the
population could not sustain harvest. Decades of freshwater habitat restoration and protection by the tribe and its partners have
helped temper the decline of the run.
“The reason we have Nisqually steelhead returning at all is
because we’ve worked hard to bring back a lot of habitat,” Troutt
said. – E. O’Connell

Generations
The Hoh Tribe conducts a broodstock fishery in 1980 in the Hoh
River. The tribe worked with the
state departments of Fisheries
and Game to collect hatchery
broodstock in the late 1970s and
the early ’80s.

NWIFC Archives
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Chinook Salmon

E. O’Connell

Dan Edwards, fisheries technician for the Puyallup Tribe of Indians, loads an automatic feeder at an acclimation pond in the
upper Puyallup watershed.

Former Trout Hatchery Supports Chinook Run
A trout hatchery has become a
linchpin in salmon recovery because
of a deal between the state of Washington and the Puyallup Tribe of
Indians.
“The state had planned to shut
down the hatchery on Clarks
Creek because they were going in
a different direction to raise lake
trout,” said Blake Smith, the tribe’s
enhancement manager. “The local
community asked the state to protect the historic hatchery, but the
facility needed a new mission that
wasn’t raising trout.”
At the same time, the tribe was
working with the state Department
of Transportation to mitigate the
impact for construction on Interstate 5 over the Puyallup River.

They came to an agreement that
included converting the hatchery to
raise salmon, including White River
spring chinook. The state facility
also raises 300,000 coho salmon.
The chinook being raised at the
hatchery are from a Muckleshoot
tribal hatchery and the state’s Minter
Creek hatchery. The tribe releases
the chinook from acclimation ponds
in the upper White River, a tributary
to the Puyallup.
White River spring chinook have
been the focus of restoration efforts
for decades. A hatchery restoration
program for the early run fish began
in the 1970s when the state began
capturing fish for broodstock.
Last year, more than 15,000 spring
chinook passed through a fish trap

on the White River, almost twice
the previous record, compared to 30
years earlier when only six chinook
returned.
Because of diligent hatchery
management, the spring chinook
population on the White River has
increased since the 1980s, with
returns now regularly in the thousands.
“We’ve seen increasing returns to
White River tributaries in the upper
river,” Smith said. “Huckleberry
Creek, in particular, is showing a
very clear trend. We went from zero
spawning chinook pairs to 35, then
50 and then over 400 a few years
back.” – E. O’Connell

“We’ve seen increasing returns to White River tributaries in the upper river. ... We went from
zero spawning chinook pairs to 35, then 50, and then over 400 a few years back.”
Blake Smith,
Puyallup Tribe, Enhancement Manager
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Salmon Habitat Cleanup

Landfill to Stream:
Gorst Creek Restored

T. Royal

The newly restored Gorst Creek was once filled nearly 80 feet high
with garbage.

The Suquamish Tribe recently celebrated the cleanup of 1,000
feet of Gorst Creek that had been covered by a landfill for decades.
Starting in the 1950s, the nearly 6-acre ravine was a dumping
ground for garbage until it was shut down in 1989. The site was
filled with auto recycling waste, scrap metal, household garbage,
medical waste and demolition debris, plus materials from the
Puget Sound Naval Shipyard.
During the initial construction of the landfill, a 24-inch culvert was installed in Gorst Creek to allow for water flow. However, garbage was piled as high as 60-80 feet tall in some places,
crushing the culvert and blocking fish passage to upstream
habitat.
The landfill was upstream of another culvert that runs under Highway 3, which also would become blocked by garbage,
causing flooding after heavy rain. This led to discharge of toxic
chemicals, lead and other heavy metals from the landfill, as well
as the fear that flooding would overtake the highway.
“The removal of the Gorst landfill is a great accomplishment,”
said Suquamish Chairman Leonard Forsman. “It improves habitat for endangered native salmon and shows how we can right the
errors of our past. This project demonstrates how all of us can
turn the tide for the future of this sacred resource and improve
the health of the environment for generations to come.”
The two-year cleanup process, led by the Environmental
Protection Agency, included removing more than 337,000 tons
of trash, debris and hazardous materials from the site and the
downstream creek channel. Other partners in the project include
Kitsap County, Kitsap County Health District, and Washington
Department of Fish and Wildlife. – T. Royal

Partners Clean Up South Sound Beaches, Woods
The Squaxin Island Tribe helped collect more than 3,000
pounds of trash from the beaches of deep South Sound this
spring.
For the past two decades, the tribe has partnered with the
shellfish and timber industries to steward the land where they
harvest treaty-protected resources.
The Pacific Coast Shellfish Growers Association organized the
100-acre beach cleanup, which the tribe has participated in twice
a year since 2001.
“Nowadays it’s like 80 percent of what we find is just household
junk,” said Eric Sparkman, shellfish biologist for the tribe.
After hunting season, the tribe also picks up trash on Green
Diamond property. The tribe and Green Diamond have a successful, long-term working relationship and a formal agreement
to allow access for tribal hunters.
“This is just a way for us to make sure the woods are clean after
we’re done hunting for the year,” said Joe Peters, harvest manager
for the tribe. “The relationship with have with Green Diamond is
important; we want to make sure we take care with their land.”
– E. O’Connell
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Brian McTeague, in blue, quantitative services manager for the Squaxin
Island Tribe, and Eric Sparkman, shellfish biologist, haul trash during a
beach cleanup.

Multi-Agency Partnership

Tribe Develops In-Depth Salmon Habitat Database

Lower Elwha Klallam Tribe

A screenshot from the Elwha River Conservation Area database shows areas where streams are located within the study area.

The Lower Elwha Klallam Tribe
has developed a comprehensive
database that shows salmon and
wildlife habitat in the Elwha River
watershed still in need of protection.
The tribe was approached by
North Olympic Land Trust, a land
conservation nonprofit in Port Angeles, to develop a system that uses
decades of available data from federal, state, county and tribal resources
to find these areas by parcel. The
data used in the Elwha River Conservation Area database includes aspects of salmon habitat such as land
slope, tree canopy height, streams,
wetlands and parcel geometry.
“This isn’t a definitive tool that
tells you where the best or worst
habitat site is,” said Randall McCoy,
the tribe’s GIS manager, who developed the system. “It’s just a guide

to help prioritize where the best or
worst habitat sites could be, based on
the best available data.”
“This tool allows land managers
to query the database for different
attributes, in this case, salmon habitat features,” said Mike McHenry,
the tribe’s habitat program manager. “It can be used to prioritize the
identification of potential parcels
for conservation, but doesn’t replace
evaluation on the ground.”
The study area includes the land
north of Olympic National Park and
south of the Strait of Juan de Fuca,
as well as land between the eastern
end of Little River and the western
end of Indian Creek, two significant
salmon tributaries to the Elwha
River.
The goal is to be able to review
data on 1,300 privately owned par-

cels, out of more than 1,800 parcels
within 322 square miles of the Elwha
River watershed. It also could be
used to look at the habitat quality on
public and tribal lands, McCoy said.
“It’s really cool to have this tool
that is so malleable and is not static,”
said Michele Canale, North Olympic
Land Trust’s conservation director.
“If we want to, we can sort by wetlands or shoreline, or by acre sizes,
like 100 acres or 5 acres, or use it to
prioritize other outcomes we want
to study, such as wetland conservation.”
Including all of the data into one
program can show what potential
parcels could be protected, McCoy
said. The Land Trust is using this
information to reach out to property
owners about possible conservation
options. – T. Royal

“This isn’t a definitive tool that tells you where the best or worst habitat site is. It’s just a
guide to help prioritize where the best or worst habitat sites could be, based on the best
available data.”
Randall McCoy
Lower Elwha Klallam Tribe, GIS Manager
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Walking On

16

Bruce Brown

Claude Wilbur Sr., Kuts-bat-soot

Bruce Douglas Brown, a
biologist for the Skagit River
System Cooperative, passed
away April 4.
He was born January 25,
1960 in Albany, New York,
to Lawrence and Margaret
Edgerton Brown. He attended
the University of Washington
where he had aspirations of
being a technical writer.
He worked as an American
Observer on Japanese fishing
trawlers in remote areas inKaren Wolf, SRSC archives
cluding the Bering Sea, out on
the water for months at a time. He then worked for Puget Power
and following that, for the Skagit River System Cooperative as a
fisheries and marine biologist. He was involved in the forecasting
of salmon run sizes, monitoring harvests, conducting test fisheries and disease prevention for Skagit River coho and chinook
salmon. He was integral in the digitizing of the data accumulated
on salmon in the Skagit Valley.
Bruce is survived by longtime companion, Monica Peters;
siblings Sally Brown of Laurel, Maryland; Peggy Brown of Cleveland Heights, Ohio; Georgia Brown (Martin Pennoni) of New
Albany, Ohio; and Larry Brown (Kathy) of Appleton, Wisconsin;
two nephews, Chris (Emily) and Derek; and two nieces, Taylor
and Greta.

The Swinomish Tribe’s
oldest elder, Claude Wilbur
Sr., Kuts-bat-soot, walked on,
surrounded by his family and
ancestors, April 16.
He was born June 1, 1927, on
the Swinomish Reservation.
After graduating from La
Conner schools, he worked as a
logger until volunteering for the
U.S. Armed Services in 1951,
serving in the Intelligence and
Reconnaissance 40th Infantry
Division during the Korean
Courtesy of Swinomish Tribal Archive
War.
In the late 1960s, Wilbur helped open the Swinomish Indian
Fish Co., selling Swinomish-caught salmon at the Pike Place
Market in Seattle and markets in New York and Chicago. He also
opened the Swinomish Fish Market attached to the fish plant
where he sold fresh and smoked salmon. After leaving the fish
plant in 1976, he spent his time commercial fishing, and teaching
people how to smoke fish, hang nets and carve fish-cooking
sticks from ironwood.
He is preceded in death by parents Tandy Wilbur Sr. and Laura
Wilbur; and brothers Tandy Wilbur Jr., Doug Wilbur and Bill
Wilbur.
He is survived by Marilyn Welch, his significant other of 37
years; siblings Marvin Wilbur Sr. (Joan), Vincent Wilbur and
Lorraine Loomis; children Claude Wilbur Jr. (Carol Johnson),
Jim “Jimmy” Wilbur, Lisa Wilbur (Jeff Solomon), Laural (Tim
Ballew Sr.), Lona Wilbur and Nathan Welch (Tara Little); and
numerous grandchildren, great-grandchildren and great-greatgrandchildren.
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